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1. Introduction
When seeking to verify computationally that a finitely-presented group is finite, Todd–Coxeter coset enumeration is the
technique of choice. The preferred option when the group is infinite is the Knuth–Bendix algorithm for strings [3], which
attempts to obtain a solution to the word problem (i.e., deciding whether two words in the group represent the same group
element) by reducing words to a unique normal form. Existing Knuth–Bendix packages include rkbp [14], kbmag [7] and
maf [17]. kbmag and maf are of particular interest since they can prove a group to be automatic. An automatic group is one
with an automatic structure i.e. a collection of finite-state multiplier automata, corresponding to each generator and to the
empty word. Having an automatic structure for a group allows the word problem to be solved in quadratic time. In addition,
a successful application of the kbmag procedure yields a word acceptor for the group – a FSA with alphabet given by the
monoid generators of the group that accepts at exactly oneword over this alphabet for each group element, inwhich case the
order of the group is then given by the size of the language of the word-acceptor. We proceed to describe efficiency-critical
aspects of the kbmag procedure and give algorithms for alternative approaches.
2. The kbmag Procedure
For the basic theory and terminology of group presentations we refer the reader to Ref. [9]. The kbmag procedure [3] can
be summarized as follows:
Use term rewriting to try and obtain a set of rewrite rules – relations between words in the group. At any stage during
the rewriting process, a finite state automaton known as a word difference automaton can be constructed that accepts
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all the relations in the current rewrite system; if the group does indeed have an automatic structure, then the sequence
of automata constructed during this process will converge to a particular FSA [3]. As described, this process may fail to
terminate, so onemay provide kbmagwith halting conditions. Once kbmag has halted, a word difference automatonmay
be constructed from the rewrite rules.
Attempt to create an automatic structure for the group from theword-difference automaton. If this fails, itmaybepossible
to repair this automaton, rather than necessarily having to return to the term rewriting phase.
Verify the correctness of the automatic structure. This involves forming composite automata (which are derived from
the Cartesian product of the multiplier automata) corresponding to the relators and checking that they are equivalent
to the automaton corresponding to the empty word, which establishes that the automatic structure describes a group
isomorphic to the original presentation.
The existence of an automatic structure thus represents an efficient solution to the word problem. It is well-known that
the word problem is undecidable in general, so it is of course possible that the above process will fail to terminate.
2.1. Term rewriting systems
We denote some finite alphabet by  and the set of all words over  by ∗. A rewriting system (R,≺) then consists
of a set of ordered pairs (L, R) ∈ ∗ × ∗ with R ≺ L where ≺ is a reduction ordering on ∗. A reduction ordering is a
well-ordering (i.e. a linear total ordering for which the sets {W : W ≺ V} are finite, for each word V) with the additional
requirement that A ≺ B implies UAV ≺ UBV for all words A, B,U, V . The elements ofR are the rewrite-rules and the idea is
that we can replace occurrences of L in a word by R. For U, V ∈ ∗, wewrite U → V if there exist X, Y ∈ ∗ and (L, R) ∈ R
such thatU = XLY and V = XRY , i.e. if V is obtained fromU by the single application of a rewrite rule. The reflexive transitive
closure of → is denoted by →∗. A word U ∈ ∗ is said to be R-irreducible (or R-reduced) if there is no word V ∈ ∗
with U → V . A rewrite rule (L, R) ∈ R is said to be R-irreducible if R and all proper substrings of L are R-irreducible. The
system R is said to be Noetherian or terminating if there are no infinite rewriting sequences. This implies that any word in
∗ rewrites to an irreducible. If ≺ is a reduction ordering, thenR is Noetherian.
R is said to be confluent if the application of all possible sequences of rewrite rules to an expression eventually yield some
word that is common to all sequences. The idea is that all rewriting sequences starting from the sameword eventually ‘flow
together’, irrespective of intermediate divergence, i.e. for words A, B, C,N:
A →∗ B, A →∗ C ⇒ ∃N st B →∗ N, C →∗ N
R is said to be locally confluent if whenever paths diverge by one step, they subsequently converge to some word n, i.e.:
A → B, A → C ⇒ ∃N st B →∗ N, C →∗ N
It can be shown that if R is Noetherian and locally confluent then R is confluent and if R is both confluent and Noetherian
then it rewrites any word in ∗ to a uniquely defined irreducible [12].
2.2. The Knuth–Bendix algorithm
TheKnuth–Bendix algorithm, introduced in the context of universal algebra inRef. [10], attempts to complete aNoetherian
rewrite system via the addition of new rules.We further stipulate that the rewriting systemR is left-reduced, i.e. all left-hand
sides of rules are irreducible with respect to the other rules.
The key insight is a constructive test for local confluence, inwhich it is proved that it suffices to consider primitive overlaps
between the left-hand sides of rules. A primitive overlap is a triple of nonempty words (A, B, C) such that there are rules
(AB,U) and (BC, V) and the left-hand sides AB and BC are the only ones that are subwords of ABC. The rules (AB,U) and
(BC, V) are said to be a critical pair. It can be shown that a left-reduced rewriting system is confluent if local confluence
holds at every primitive overlap. Thus, if in processing the overlap (A, B, C) we find words D and E such that AV →∗ D and
UC →∗ E thenwe know thatR is not locally confluent and that one of the rules (D, E) or (E,D) (according as D ≺ E) should
be added to the rewriting system. The Knuth–Bendix algorithm operates by testing for failures of local confluence, orienting
any such D and E into a new rewrite rule via ≺, then re-enforcing left-reduction and repeating.
3. Efficiency issues in the kbmag procedure
In the following sections, we describe efficiency issues relating to term indexing and the construction of composite
automata. Since these aspects dominate the execution time (see [8]) of the automatic structure construction and verification
phases respectively, efficiency gains in these areas are of practical value – the former in particular, because of its wider
applicability to Knuth–Bendix for strings. We give an explicit treatment of a term indexing strategy that we believe is novel
in the context of the Knuth–Bendix procedure, followed by an algorithm for factorizing common subexpressions in the
construction of composite automata that is applicable to the verification phase.
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Fig. 1. Generalized suffix tree for strings abcab and cbcacb.
3.1. Term indexing
In Ref. [8], Holt observes that “the two critical components of the Knuth–Bendix algorithm are the search for critical pairs and
the reduction of words to irreducible words”. In order to rewrite words and locate overlaps efficiently, we need to use an index
structure for the rewriting system. For rewriting, we want to know the longest suffix (if it exists) of a word W that is the
left-hand side of a rule. For finding overlaps, we want to know, for each left-hand side L, the longest suffix of L (if it exists)
that is a prefix of a rule.
A variety of term indexing strategies exist, each exhibiting a particular space-time tradeoff. The kbmag implementation
offers a choice of index automata or Rabin–Karp indexes.
An index automaton recognizes the set of all prefixes of left-hand sides of rules and therefore represents an optimally
time-efficient search strategy for rewriting. There is an extension for overlaps in Ref. [13]. However, index automata are
highlymemory-intensive and expensive tomodify and are thus not well-suited to dynamically changing rulesets – in kbmag
they are only used when checking for confluence.
Rabin–Karp indexes are suited to finding overlaps and operate by hashing the prefixes of left-hand sides of rules modulo
a prime. Although the update time for Rabin–Karp is generally low, a high load factor for the hash-table may necessitate
that all left-hand sides be rehashed periodically.
3.1.1. Red–black tree indexes
Lexicographic indexes feature in rkbp and are discussed in Ref. [14]. In this strategy, the rules are indexed by a lexico-
graphical ordering. To determine if a word W has a left-hand side as a suffix, one looks up the reverse of W in the index
of reversed left-hand sides. Sims proposes storing the rules sequentially and indexing them by binary search, which allows
O(log n) lookup but has the disadvantage of requiring n/2 word-copying operations on average when a new rule is added.
We offer the following improvement to this scheme, via the use of red-black trees [2]. Recall that the essential property
of a binary search tree is that the value of a node is less than or equal to that of the nodes of its left subtree and greater than
or equal to those of its right subtree. A red–black tree is a binary search tree in which each node is coloured red or black as
follows: every leaf node is black; every red node has a black parent; all paths from a node to a descendent leaf contain the
same number of black nodes. These properties suffice to ensure that the longest path from the root to a leaf is no more than
twice as long as the shortest possible path. Such balancing ensures that lookup, insertion and deletion can be achieved in
O(log n). Since a red–black tree is a linked data-structure, as opposed to the contiguous array proposed by Sims, insertion
and deletion do not require the average-case n/2 word-copying operations described in Sims’ indexing scheme. Red-black
trees have a space-efficiency ofO(n). Red-black trees represent a relatively modest improvement of lexicographical indexes
and we have therefore elected not to investigate them further in this article.
3.1.2. Generalized suffix-tree indexes
We now introduce an indexing strategy based on a data structure known as a suffix-tree. For a string S of length n, a
suffix tree is a path-compressed tree representation (i.e. tree edges may be labeled by a sequence of characters rather than a
single character) of the n suffixes of S. Suffix trees were first introduced in Ref. [16] and enjoy an increasingly wide variety
of applications in string processing, motivated in part by the online construction given in Ref. [15] that is linear in both time
and space. It is an invariant of suffix trees that all suffixes are terminated by a character not appearing elsewhere in the
string, typically denoted by $. Ukkonen’s algorithm can be used to build a generalized suffix tree, i.e. a suffix tree containing
all suffixes of the strings {S1, . . . , Sk}, in time and space proportional to ∑|Si|, although it is noted in Ref. [6] that these
asymptotic bounds are not an assurance of practicality when the alphabet size or
∑|Si| is large. The generalized suffix tree
for the strings abcab and cbcacb is given in Fig. 1. Each leaf node has a list of pairs, the first pair value being the string-index
(1 ≤ i ≤ k) of the associated string, the second pair value being the suffix-index (1 ≤ s ≤ |Si|) in that string, with a value
of 1 when the suffix is the whole string. An outline of the application of suffix trees to the computation of Gröbner bases,
which is shown in Ref. [11] to be equivalent to Knuth–Bendix completion, is given in Ref. [5].
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We now give an explicit account of the application of suffix trees to the processing of overlaps for confluence-checking in
the kbmag procedure. For our purposes, the key feature of generalized suffix trees is that they offer an efficient solution to
the All Pairs Suffix-Prefix Problem (APSPP): given strings S = {S1, . . . , Sk}, for each (Si, Sj) ∈ S× S, find the longest suffix of Si
thatmatches a prefix of Sj . For a single pair of strings, it is possible to find the longest suffix–prefixmatch in timeproportional
to their combined length. However, applying this naive approach to all k2 pairs of strings results inO(k2|Si|) performance.
By using suffix trees, it is possible to solve the APSPP in time-optimal performance of O(|Si| + k2) by employing the
Algorithm 1 All-pairs suffix–prefix matching
function apsp(R) : boolean
parameters
R : a finite rewriting system
types
S : sequence of words
G : generalized suffix tree
K : a list of stacks
L : a map from internal nodes of G to indices of S
begin
S ← left-hand sides ofR
G ← build-generalized-suffix-tree( S )
K ← empty
L ← construct-suffix-index-lists( G )
return apsp-depth-first-visit( G, root( G ), K, L )
end
Algorithm 2 Depth-first recursive implementation of APSP-matching
function apsp-depth-first-visit(G,U, K, L)
parameters
G : a suffix tree for {S1, . . . , Sk}
U : a node of G
K : a list of stacks
L : a map from internal nodes of G to indices of S
begin
for all indices i in L(u) do
– The path label of U is a suffix of string Si
push U onto stack K[i]
end for
if U is a leaf node with label j then
– We have read some entire string Sj
for i = 1 to Length(K) do
if K[i] is empty then
– No overlap between a suffix of Si and a prefix of Sj
else
– The i-th stack holds all nodes W
– representing the suffix-prefix matches (Si, Sj)
if process-suffix-prefix-matches(i, j, K[i]) is FALSE then
return FALSE
end if
end if
end for
end if
for all child nodes V of U do
if apsp-depth-first-visit(G, V, K, L) is FALSE then
return FALSE;
end if
end for
for all indices i in L(U) do
pop(K[i])
end for
return TRUE;
end
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Algorithm 3 Determine confluence of rewriting system (Sims)
function confluent(X,R) : boolean
parameters
X : a finite set of generators
R : a finite rewriting system ⊆ X∗ × X∗
begin
for all (P,Q) ∈ R do
for all (R, S) ∈ R do
for all nonempty suffixes B of P do
Let U be the longest common prefix of B and R
Let B = UD and R = UE
if D or E is empty then
Let P = AB
V ← rewrite(X,R, ASD);
W ← rewrite(X,R,QE);
– not confluent if V and W rewrite to different words
if V = W then
return FALSE;
end if
end if
end for
end for
end for
return TRUE;
end
Algorithm 4 Confluence check on longest-suffix prefix match
function process-suffix-prefix-matches(i, j, Ki) : boolean
external
R : a finite rewriting system
G : a suffix tree for {S1, . . . Sk}, the left-hand sides ofR
parameters
i : index of a rule inR
j : index of a rule inR
Ki : stack of nodes of G, each representing a suffix-prefix match of (Si, Sj)
begin
P ← lhs(R[i])
R ← lhs(R[j])
Q ← rhs(R[i])
S ← rhs(R[j])
while Ki not empty do
N ← pop(Ki)
– N is the node of G representing
– a suffix-prefix match for (Si, Sj)
Let U be the path-label of N
Let P = AU
Let R = UE
V ← rewrite(X,R, AS);
W ← rewrite(X,R,QE);
– not confluent if V and W rewrite to different words
if V = W then
return FALSE;
end if
end while
return TRUE;
end
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algorithm given by Gusfield in Ref. [6]: we proceed by building a GST for S. As the GST is constructed, we maintain a map
L from internal nodes to a list of indices of S. L(v) holds index i iff the path label to v (i.e. the concatentation of edge labels
from the root node to v) is a suffix of Si. This map can be constructed in time linear in the size of the GST and this is the job
of the function construct-suffix-index-lists referred to in the listing for Algorithm 1.
Gusfield’s algorithm then operates by performing a depth-first traversal of the GST, maintaining a stack for each string in
the list K . When a node v is first encountered in the course of the traversal, it is pushed onto the ith stack for each index i in
L(v). When the traversal encounters a leaf node with string-index j and suffix-index 1 (i.e. representing the entire string Sj),
for each nonempty stack of index i, all suffix–prefix matches of (Si, Sj) can be determined from the entries in the ith stack.
The pseudocode equivalent is given by the listings for Algorithms 1 and 2. To illustrate the use of generalized suffix trees
in Knuth–Bendix we start by giving a revised version of the procedure confluent from Ref. [13]. Sims’ original version of
confluent is effectively as in the listing of Algorithm 3, where the function rewrite reduces a word to irreducible form with
respect to the rewriting system R (see [13, p. 52] for details). It can be seen from Listing 3 that a necessary condition for
confluence to fail is the existence of some nonempty suffix B of P, such that the longest common prefix of B and R is equal to B
or R. If we maintain a suffixtree of all left-hand sides, as we obtain successive suffix–prefix matches for all pairs of left-hand
sides via apsp-depth-first-visit, we use the function process–suffix–prefix-matches to apply this rewriting condition to
each such B. Our revised version of confluent is therefore obtained by invoking apspwith process–suffix–prefix-matches
as given in the listing of Algorithm 4.
3.2. Construction of composite automata
We now consider the verification phase of the kbmag procedure. The most expensive aspect of this phase involves the
composite operation on two multiplier DFAsMX ,MY (X, Y ∈ ) over the alphabet  ∪ $ ×  ∪ $ and is given by:
L(MXY ) = {(U, V)†|∃W ∈ ∗ : (U,W)† ∈ L(MX) and (W, V)† ∈ L(MY )}
where (U, V)† denotes a padded word, i.e. one in which the lengths of U and V are made equal if necessary by appending
one or more $ symbols to the shorter of the two. Composite can be seen to be associative, and we define MW for W ∈ ∗
by repeated application. The verification process requires that we form MR for all relators R and check that it accepts only
pairs of the form (W,W). This process involves existential quantification, which requires the determinization of an NFA,
and is therefore asymptotically O(2n), where n is the number of states in the NFA. It is therefore important to reduce the
number of such operations thatmust be performed. For R = a1a2 . . . an, kbmag achieves some efficiency gains by formingMX
and MY where X = a1a2 . . . am, Y = an−1an−1−1 . . . am−1 with m = n/2 and showing that MX and MY are equivalent
automata. Additionally, composites of powers of generators at are calculated using the well-known O(log n) divide-and-
conquer technique for exponentiation.
The number of composite operations can be minimized by obtaining an optimal parenthesization [2] of a relator in
which the optimum is that which maximizes the length of common sub-parenthesizations. This approach clearly yields the
advantage of divide-and-conquer exponentiation as a special case. We first observe that a parenthesization of some word
w can be represented by a parse tree: a binary tree in which the leaves are labeled by generators and interior nodes are
labeled by the operation to be performed on their children. For general parse-trees, such operations may be heteroge-
neous but since we are always concerned with the composition of multiplier automata we leave interior nodes unlabeled.
x t
X
X
X t
Fig. 2. DAG of parse tree for w = (xt)6X3tX2t with optimal structural sharing.
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Algorithm 5 Optimal parenthesization of a wordW in a monoid
function optimal-parenthesization(W) : ParseDAG
parameters
W : a word of length N
types
C : map from (i, j) to cost of parenthesising subexpressionW[i] . . .W[j]
M : map from (i, j) to objects of type ParseDAG
begin
for i = 1 to n do
for j = i to n do
C(i, j) ← ∞
M(i, j) ← null
end for
end for
return op-tabulate(W, 1,N,M, C)
end
function op-tabulate(W, i, j,M, C) : ParseDAG
parameters
W : a word of length N
i : lower index inW
j : upper index inW
M : map from (i, j) to objects of type ParseDAG
C : map from (i, j) to cost of parenthesising subexpressionW[i] . . .W[j]
L, R, T : ParseDAG
begin
if C(i, j) = ∞ then
returnM(i, j)
end if
if i=j then
C(i, j) ← 0
else
for k = i to j − 1 do
L ← op-tabulate(W, i, k,M, C)
R ← op-tabulate(W, k + 1, j,M, C)
T ← make-parse-dag(l, r)
if cost(t) < C(i, j) then
C(i, j) ← cost(t)
M(i, j) ← T
end if
end for
end if
return M(i, j)
end
Following [1], we introduce the facility for structural sharing to parse trees, resulting in a directed-acyclic-graph (DAG)
in which there is at most one instance of any given subtree. Fig. 2 gives the DAG for w = (x ∗ t)6 ∗ X3 ∗ t ∗ X2 ∗ t
(where X = x−1) with structural sharing indicated by dotted edges and optimal parenthesization (((xt)2)2)(xt)2X(X2t)2
obtained from a left-to-right depth-first traversal. This particular example is chosen since its behavior might be expected
to be illustrative of many cases in which some efficiency improvement might be achieved by our method: there is a certain
amount of structural sharing that can be exploited but it is not in a form that is applicable to naïve divide-and-conquer
exponentiation.
Themost frequently cited example of an optimal parenthesization is the well-known problem of matrix chain multiplica-
tion, a O(n3) dynamic programming solution for which is given in Ref. [2]. The pseudocode for optimal parenthesization of
a monoid expression is given in Algorithm 5. The algorithmic framework is typical of a dynamic programming problem, i.e.
we tabulate objects corresponding to optimal subsolutions. In this case the objects are parse trees with optimal structural
sharing. We therefore maintain a tableM(i, j), 1 ≤ j ≤ |w| of objects of type ParseDAG together with a table C(i, j) for the
associated cost (i.e. the number of actual binary operations required to evaluate them). Efficient determination of this cost
is achieved by the functionmake-parse-dag, whichmaintains a dictionary of all the subtrees generated so far to allow ready
determination of when structural sharing is possible. The space cost for C is clearly O(|w|2) and for M it is O(|w3|) since
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Fig. 3. Time (s) by n to form composite automaton w = (xt)6x−3tx−2t in 〈x, t|tn,w〉.
there are |w|2 entries of sizeO(|w|). The asyptotic storage cost for the ParseDAG dictionary is given by the number of binary
trees on n = |w| nodes, well-known to be C(n − 1) where C(n) are the Catalan numbers, given by
C(n) = 1/(n + 1)
(
2n
n
)
While this behaves asypmtotically as 4n/n3/2 [2], such behaviour is not expected to arise in practice precisely because of
the structural sharing mechanism for subtrees.
Fig. 3 compares the time in seconds (using kbmag version 2.4.3 on a Pentium 4® PC, 3 GHz, 2GB) required to calculate the
composite automatonwithandwithout the factorizationalgorithmfor thewordw = (xt)6X3tX2t in 〈x, t|tn,w〉 fornapower
of 2 from 8 to 512 inclusive. Note that the optimal parenthesizationwas obtained by hand rather than programmatically and
that the timings therefore do not include the asymptotically cubic cost of this operation [1]. In the best case, i.e. that inwhich
divide-and-conquer exponentiation is applicable, we would expect our algorithm to exhibit a logarithmic improvement in
performance over the unfactorized version. In the example given, the lesser improvement reflects the lesser degree of
structural sharing possible for w.
4. Conclusion and future work
We outlined the key efficiency issues in the kbmag procedure and detailed some alternative implementations: a modest
efficiency gain for rewriting that employs red–black trees, an asymptotically optimal index for for finding overlaps that uses
a generalized suffix tree and the use of dynamic programming to reduce the number of multiplications when composing
words in a monoid that is applicable to the verification phase.
As described, our generalized suffix tree index enjoys the same role in the Knuth–Bendix algorithm as Holt’s use of index
automata, i.e. as a periodic check for confluence when the number of word differences has remained unchanged for some
time. As shown in Ref. [4], it is possible to perform insertion or deletion of words in a suffixtree in time proportional to
the length of the word, so the use of the generalized suffixtree index to yield the full Knuth–Bendix procedure can proceed
according to the extension of confluent described in Ref. [13].
In addition, Gusfield notes the storage issues associated with large suffixtrees. The alternative use of suffix arrays as
detailed in Ref. [6] is likely to be superior in this respect. Althoughwe have given the asymptotic behaviour of our algorithms,
practical performance is of obvious interest and is the subject of a future article.
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